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Abstract
One of the factors that influence feed efficiency is how pigs access feed via the feeder. Feeder design primarily impacts feed efficiency by affecting the pigs’ access to feed and feed wastage. Gonyou and Lou (1997) tested 12 feeders and found that all 12 feeders had wastage of less than 5%; smaller pigs wasted more feed (4.4%) than larger pigs (2.4%).
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Introduction
One of the factors that influence feed efficiency is how pigs access feed via the feeder. Feeder design primarily impacts feed efficiency by affecting the pigs’ access to feed and feed wastage. Gonyou and Lou (1997) tested 12 feeders and found that all 12 feeders had wastage of less than 5%; smaller pigs wasted more feed (4.4%) than larger pigs (2.4%).

Factors in Feeder Design
Feeder design includes how the feed is presented to the pig, the space allowed for the pig to consume the feed, storage capacity of the feeder, and the ability to manage how much feed is available to the pig in the feeder trough. Some feeder design features might impact water use, rate of gain, or carcass characteristics in addition to feed efficiency. Other factors in feeder design not covered in this factsheet include the initial cost of the feeder relative to performance benefits and how the feeder matches building and pen layout.

Research Highlights on Feeder Design
The factors above would have some relationship to each other when attempting to determine the effect of feeder design on feed efficiency, but they will be reviewed individually.

Feeder type - wet/dry vs. dry feeders. Wet/dry feeders provide water access at the same time and location as the feed, allowing the pig to drink while consuming wet feed. Several studies comparing dry feeders to wet/dry feeders found that pigs fed with wet/dry feeders in general had 5% increased gain and intake and ate a similar quantity in a shorter time period than pigs on dry feeders (Gonyou and Lou, 2000; Bergstrom et al, 2012). However, changes in feed efficiency were variable or unchanged. In experiments with recently weaned pigs, wet/dry feeders have not performed as well as dry feeders.

Feeder type - single vs. multi space feeders. Provided that adequate space is provided for all pigs, most research found no difference between multi space and single space feeders in terms of feed efficiency over the entire feeding period (Nielsen, 1996; Gonyou and Lou, 1997). Smaller pigs had increased intake and gain with single space feeders, but feed efficiency was unchanged.

Feeder space dimensions and design. Feeder space dimensions are the depth and width of the trough and the feeder lip height. Gonyou and Lou (2000) found feeding behaviors that cause feed waste included pigs backing away from the feeder, eating while their head was raised, fighting, and stepping into the feeder. Dimensions that minimize these behaviors should reduce feed wastage. Larger pigs need more than 8 inches of feeder trough depth to access the whole feed trough, but smaller pigs step in the feeder more often when the depth is greater than 8 in. A trough depth of 7.5 – 11.5 in. is a good compromise to meet the needs of small and large pigs and a lip height of 4 in. helps prevent pigs from stepping into the feeder. The feeder width should be approximately 10% greater than the shoulder width of a biggest pig to be fed. Thus, pigs nearing market weight would need approximately 14 in. of width per feeder space.

Design of the feeder space also involves the separation of the feeder spaces. Solid partitions that separate feeding spaces force pigs to stand at a 90° angle to the feeder. This limits aggression and allows access to all feeder space, but also limits how larger pigs can turn their head to access feed. With no partitions, pigs stand at approximately at a 30° angle to the feeder which appeared to give them greater ability to turn and angle their head to consume feed; however, not all spaces may be accessible, especially with larger pigs. There has been no evaluation of feed efficiency or other production measures that would compare partitions to no partitions.
**Number of head per feeder space.** The number of pigs per feeder or the trough space per pig primarily affects the availability of feed to the pigs. If there are too few pigs per feeder space, some feeder space may not be used enough to provide fresh feed and the additional feeder space is simply extra cost. If there are too many pigs per feeder space, all pigs may not have enough time to eat what they desire, and competition and fighting increases at the feeder. Because smaller pigs eat slower than larger pigs, feeder space is more often limiting with small pigs. If feeder space isrestricted a wider feed gap setting may be needed. Because pigs fed pelleted diets or with wet/dry feeders consume feed more quickly, more pigs per feeder space can be accommodated with pelleted diets or wet/dry feeders. Several studies have not shown feed efficiency differences with 4 to 15 pigs per feeder space, but feeder occupancy and eating time per pig does change. From a practical perspective, for pigs fed meal diets from dry feeders, 11 to 12 pigs can be fed from a feeding space while keeping feeder occupancy rate under 80% (Gonyou, 1999). The number can be increased to 15 pigs with wet/dry feeders.

**Feeder gap adjustment.** Feeder adjustment influences growth rate more than feed efficiency; however, excess feed in the feed pan increases feed wastage and decreases feed efficiency. If feeders are adjusted too tightly, such that intake becomes limiting, growth rate will be reduced. A feeder gap setting that would allow 40 to 60% of the feeder trough to be covered with feed is recommended for all sizes of pigs with both wet/dry and dry feeders. To achieve this coverage, the gap setting usually must be wider for smaller pigs because they do not operate the feeder agitation gate as aggressively as larger pigs. Increasing feed gap settings to allow for greater than 60% trough coverage increases feed waste by the pig.

**Conclusion**

Feeder design and selection impacts more than just feed efficiency. However, feeder design can influence feed efficiency by the amount of feed waste. Feeder designs that allow a pig to eat adequate feed with limited waste would excel in feed efficiency. The design or dimensions of the feeder space that allow the pig to eat with minimal wasted feed has been researched, but more research needs to be done across pig size, feeder type, feeder space allocation, and diet type. Feeder adjustment on any one particular feeder type is difficult to detail but the guideline would be to aim for 40 to 60% feeder trough coverage.
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